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Abstract

A variety of Truth Maintenance Systems �TMSs� have become
widely used in AI� Most TMSs can answer the same queries� but dif�
ferent TMS algorithms require dramatically varying computational
resources to do so� One dimension along which TMS performances
di�er is whether they are optimized to work best with a single context
�e�g�� a JTMS or LTMS� or whether they function best for multiple
contexts �e�g�� an ATMS�� In this paper we present a new TMS algo�
rithm� called a hybrid TMS �HTMS�� which combines aspects of both
approaches� The HTMS algorithm maintains partial ATMS labels�
however� unlike an ATMS these labels are only su�cient to answer
queries with respect to a restricted set of focus environments the in�
ference engine has supplied it� We have used the new HTMS on a wide
variety of problem�solving tasks and it shows an exponential perfor�
mance improvement over the ATMS in most cases�
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Figure �� Problem solver � Inference Engine � TMS
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� Introduction

A variety of truth maintenance systems �TMSs� have become widely used
in AI as components of overall problem�solving systems �see Figure ��� One
of the objectives of this framework is to minimize the total computational
cost �of TMS plus Inference Engine� yet provide the functionality that the
problem�solving task demands� The partitioning of concerns between the
TMS and the inference engine is quite delicate� If the TMS is given too large
a share of the task	 �e�g�	 the entire task is encoded in terms of justi
cations
and assumptions�	 it performs poorly resulting in unnecessary combinatorial
explosion� If the TMS is given too little of the task	 then the bene
ts of the
using a TMS are lost� This paper explores three dimensions of the partition�
ing of concerns� the type of TMS interface	 the algorithm employed	 and the
degree of completeness of the algorithm� This paper proposes a new	 uni
ed	
TMS algorithm	 called a hybrid TMS �HTMS� which dynamically adapts to
the needs of the task�

Three of the main varieties of TMSs are ��	 ��� ��� justi
cation�based
TMSs �JTMSs� ����	 ��� logic�based TMSs �LTMSs� ����	 and ��� assumption�
based TMSs �ATMSs� ���� Some TMSs are optimized to work best with a
single context �e�g�	 a JTMS or LTMS�� others function best for multiple con�
texts �e�g�	 an ATMS�� Applications which do not change contexts often are
better served with a JTMS or LTMS� Applications which change contexts
often are better served with an ATMS� Unfortunately	 many applications	
including diagnostic ones ��	 �� only consider a small number of the possible
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contexts so the ATMS algorithms waste e�ort exploring contexts irrelevant to
the diagnostic goal� However	 there is usually too much context switching to
use a single�context TMS e�ectively� The original descriptions of these TMSs
present distinct interfaces to the inference engine using it� Recent authors
��	 ��	 ��� have argued that the di�erences in interfaces among TMSs are not
fundamental and that a single generic TMS interface su�ces� If implemen�
tations comply with this interface	 then an implementor can substitute one
TMS directly for another avoiding the necessity to make early architectural
commitments to one TMS over another�

Although the generic TMS interface is a signi
cant advance	 it is primar�
ily a cosmetic one as it does not provide a corresponding uni
ed algorithm�
For example	 the algorithm presented in ����	 which uses the generic TMS
interface	 is essentially an ATMS algorithm� The underlying observation
embodied in the generic TMS interface idea is not that the interfaces are
uni
able	 but rather that the di�erent varieties of TMSs are better thought
of as algorithms with di�ering time�space tradeo�s� Instead of using desig�
nations such as �JTMS�	 �LTMS� or �ATMS� we should all along be talking
about �JTMS algorithm�	 �LTMS algorithm� and �ATMS algorithm��

The HTMS algorithm has the familiar TMS interface	 but adapts to the
task � thus the problem�solver designer can avoid making a too�early com�
mitment to one algorithm over another and the HTMS adapts to the task as
problem solving unfolds� The HTMS algorithms can be understood either as
an extension of an LTMS algorithm or of an ATMS algorithm� However	 it
is simpler to start with the ATMS conceptualization� The HTMS algorithm
can be viewed as an ATMS algorithm with four important modi
cations�

� The HTMS only maintains labels with respect to a speci
ed set of con�
texts � each context characterized by a focus environment� This avoids
much of the combinatorial explosion encountered using the ATMS as
irrelevant label environments lieing outside of the focus environments
are not maintained�

� For every focus environment	 the HTMS 
nds at most one label environ�
ment for each TMS node� This eliminates the combinatorial explosion
�which occurs in diagnostic tasks� where a node has an exponential
number of derivations within the same context�
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� The HTMS incorporates a scoring function which guides the HTMS to

nd the single �best� label environment for each node� For example	 the
score of an environment can be the number of assumptions it contains�
This scoring function is important in backtracking where we would like
to 
nd the smallest nogood supporting the current contradiction� It
is also important for best�
rst search applications� While the ATMS
always 
nds the smallest nogood because it 
nds all of them	 the HTMS
can be directed to 
nd small ones� The function could also compute a
score based on the probabilities of the assumptions�

� To improve the expressive power it accepts arbitrary clauses	 like the
LTMS� However	 to bound computational cost it uses an incomplete yet
e�cient local propagation algorithm analogous to Boolean Constraint
Propagation �BCP���	 �	 ��	 ����

� It exploits extensive ATMS�like caching strategies so that the focus
environments can be changed at relatively little cost� Changing con�
texts is almost always much cheaper than that of an LTMS but more
expensive than that of an ATMS�

If the inference engine remains within a single context	 then the HTMS be�
haves like a conventional JTMS or LTMS and if the inference engine explores
all contexts	 then the HTMS behaves like an ATMS� The HTMS enforces nei�
ther an LTMS nor an ATMS framework� Instead the inference engine can
control the computation of the HTMS to only focus on gathering the most
useful information which is relevant to answering queries about the contexts
of interest� The result is often greatly improved e�ciency �see Table ���

There are two important costs incurred in using an HTMS� The 
rst cost
lies in the inference engine using the TMS� Although the HTMS�algorithm
can be used in place of the ATMS�algorithm directly	 the result can be unsat�
isfactory because inference engines using the ATMS either change their cur�
rent context �too often� or �almost equivalently� inquire unnecessarily about
all contexts � this is simply because context switching in ATMS is truly free
and there is no computational motivation for designers to do otherwise� To
exploit the HTMS these problem solvers must be redesigned to explicitly uti�
lize a focus environment with respect to which queries are made� Fortunately	
many ATMS�based inference engines operate with the notion of a solution
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context �called interpretations in qualitative physics� diagnoses in diagnostic
systems�� The second cost lies within the HTMS itself� The HTMS can
outperform the LTMS because it caches much more	 but as a consequence
it uses more memory and requires a larger working set� When the task be�
comes large enough the overhead of caching outweighs the advantages and
the LTMS performs better than the HTMS simply because the HTMS�based
implementation working set exceeds the physical memory of the machine�

The HTMS has been completely implemented and tested on a large suite
of examples over a number of years	 particularly on diagnostic and qualita�
tive physics tasks� Its design has been re
ned through extensive performance
monitoring and experimentation� The performance of the HTMS on diag�
nostic tasks is typically exponentially better than the ATMS� A diagnostic
task involving �� ��� assumptions have been solved in less than � seconds
of CPU time on a Symbolics XL����	 while the same task using an ATMS
could probably not be solved in the age of universe� Section � presents the
speci
c performance improvements of the HTMS over the ATMS� Using this
HTMS the GDE and Sherlock framework can be extended ���� to be very
e�cient for arbitrary devices consisting of ����s of components�

Even the original ATMS incorporated simple strategies to control the
problem solver using the ATMS ���� Most of these earlier focusing tech�
niques restricted the introduction of new justi
cations �e�g�	 by restricting
consumer execution� �	 ���� However	 unless the ATMS itself is also con�
trolled	 controlling the inference engine alone is insu�cient to obtain good
performance� Dressler and Farquhar ���� observe this and propose focusing
the ATMS to only compute label environments for certain focus environ�
ments� However	 we have found that alone is insu�cient control for many
applications �such as diagnosis� � the HTMS 
nds only one	 high�scoring	
label environment for each focus environment� Collins and DeCoste ��� have
developed an approach which introduces new intermediate assumptions to
prevent label explosions but at the cost of signi
cant extra bookkeeping such
that the net e�ciency gain is often marginal� Tatar ���� proposes a �vATMS
which maintains a label of focus environments which compute more detailed
environments only when requested� The �vATMS is more in the spirit of the
HTMS	 maintaining two views simultaneously� By maintaining a set of focus
environments under which nodes hold	 it becomes much simpler to determine
which labels to update when a justi
cation is added� However	 the list of
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supporting environments is always �and usually very much� smaller than the
list of focus environments under which a node holds�

� De�nition of an ATMS�CMS

A Clause Management System �CMS����	 ��� is a simple generalization of
an ATMS so we adopt this cleaner	 more general	 framework� Every da�
tum which the inference engine reasons about is considered a propositional
symbol� The inference engine can refer to both the positive and negative
instances of a symbol� These propositional literals are the CMS nodes� Ev�
ery important derivation made by the inference engine is stated as a set of
propositional clauses� Throughout this paper C refers to the set of clauses
which have been communicated to the CMS�

The inference engine designates a subset of the literals to be assumptions�
A CMS environment is a set of assumptions� An environment E is inconsis�
tent �called nogood� if E � C is not satis
able� A node n is said to be true
�or hold� in environment E if n can be propositionally derived from E � C�
A node n is said to be false in environment E if �n is true in it� Thus	
given a node n and environment E	 n is either true	 false	 or unknown in E�
Unknown corresponds to the situation where adding neither the clause n nor
the clause �n to C would make E nogood� A nogood is minimal if it contains
no others as a subset�

The CMS is incremental	 receiving a constant stream of additional nodes	
additional assumptions	 additional clauses and various queries concerning
the environments in which nodes hold� To facilitate answering these queries
an ideal CMS algorithm maintains for each node n a set of environments
fE�� � � � � Ekg �called the label� having the four properties�

�� �Soundness�� n holds in each Ei�

�� �Consistency�� Ei is not nogood�

�� �Completeness�� Every consistent environment E in which n holds is a
superset of some Ei�

�� �Minimality�� No Ei is a proper subset of any other�





The notation hx�Li indicates L is the label for x� For example	

h��� ffB�Cg� fDggi�

indicates that the literal �� has label environments fB�Cg and fDg�

Given the label data structure CMS algorithms can e�ciently answer the
query whether a node n holds in environment E by checking whether E is a
superset of some Ei� The CMS algorithm also maintains a data�base of all
minimal nogoods to facilitate maintaining label consistency�

For most applications	 completely ensuring all four node properties for all
literals and all clauses is computationally impractical for it amounts to com�
puting prime implicates� Therefore	 most practical CMS implementations
only do simple forward propagation� Simple propagation is correct for Horn
clauses and positive literals	 but may produce incorrect results otherwise�

��� Two ine�ciencies inherent in the ATMS

ATMS labels can grow exponentially in the number of assumptions� This	
in itself	 is not necessarily an issue were it not for the observation that for
many problem�solving tasks most of the environments in these large labels
are irrelevant to the task at hand�

Let us examine a case where this exponential	 but irrelevant growth oc�
curs� The following example forces the ATMS to construct labels which grow
exponentially in size with the clauses it is supplied �C�� The idea is to create
a node whose label contains all n�bit binary integers� Let bi � � and bi � �
be assumptions for � � i � n� Let ki represent �integers of size i�� The
formula schemas �which can be easily converted to their constituent clauses�
which achieves this is�

k��

bi � � � bi � ���� ���

bi � � � ki�� � ki�

bi � � � ki�� � ki�

These clauses produce the following labels for k�	 k� and k��

hk�� ffggi
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Figure �� An n�bit ripple carry adder�

hk�� ffb� � �g� fb� � �ggi

hk�� ffb� � �� b� � �g� fb� � �� b� � �g� fb� � �� b� � �g� fb� � �� b� � �ggi

Thus	 the label of ki has �
i environments in it� If the inference engine requires

the full label for ki	 then the exponential work is unavoidable� However	 if
the inference engine is interested in only a few of the environments	 then the
ATMS has done exponentially more work than necessary�

The second problem is that labels can grow exponentially even within a
single context� The exponential label of the previous example arises because
there are an exponential number of distinct maximal contexts� This suggests
that a reasonable strategy is to limit label construction to the particular
contexts of interest �also suggested in ������ This is insu�cient in practice
as is illustrated by modifying the previous example as follows� Remove the
clauses requiring that bi � � and bi � � be inconsistent �i�e�	 those arising
from Formula ��� With this modi
cation no context is inconsistent with any
other and there is exactly one maximal context consisting of all the assump�
tions bi � ���� If the inference engine were only interested in determining
whether ki holds in the context containing all the assumptions	 then only a
single label environment for ki would be su�cient � the ATMS has done
exponentially too much work�

Both of these problems arise extensively in diagnostic tasks ��	 �	 ����
Consider the n�bit adder illustrated in Figure �� Using GDE	 each component
is modeled by four modes� G �good�	 S� �output stuck at one�	 S� �output
stuck at zero�	 or U �unknown mode�� Suppose all of the inputs are �� Just
describing this case to GDE causes an exponential amount of work in n�
Consider Qn � � �i�e�	 the faulty output�� The environments in this node�s
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label will represent all possible combinations of faulty components which
produce the faulty output Qn � ��

For n � � its label is� fS��B��X��g� fG�B��X��S��B��X��g�

For n � � its label is�

ffS��B��X��g

fG�B��X��G�B��X��S��B��O��g

fG�B��O��G�B��X��G�B��X��S��B��A��g

fG�B��O��G�B��X��G�B��X��S��B��A��g

fG�B��X��S��B��X��S��B��O��g

fG�B��O��G�B��X��S��B��X��S��B��A��g

fG�B��O��G�B��X��S��B��X��S��B��A��g

fG�B��A��G�B��O��G�B��X��S��B��A��S��B��X��S��B��X��g

fG�B��O��G�B��X��S��B��A��S��B��A��S��B��X��g

fG�B��X��S��B��O��S��B��X��g

fG�B��A��G�B��O��G�B��X��S��B��A��S��B��X��g

fG�B��A��G�B��A��G�B��O��G�B��X��S��B��X��g

fG�B��A��G�B��O��G�B��X��S��B��A��S��B��X��gg�

For n � �	 its label has �� environments�

For n � �	 its label has �� environments�

For larger n	 label size is roughly �n���

Suppose we now measure Qn � �� For any n	 this circuit has only  likely
faults which all lie in the 
nal two stages of the adder �a faulty carry in the
next to last bit	 or a faulty gate contributing to the 
nal output�� GDE has
performed exponentially too much work�

Suppose we somehow focused the ATMS to only generate labels relevant
to diagnoses of interest� This signi
cantly reduces the complexity of the
labels in this case	 but a signi
cant unnecessary slowdown remains� Suppose
we have not yet measured the output of a two stage ripple carry adder� As
the inputs are all �	 the carry out must be �� Suppose we restrict the ATMS
to only generate environment labels assuming all components are working
correctly� For a � stage adder	 the carry out of � can be determined in two
di�erent ways� Intuitively	 to obtain a non�zero carry out from the 
nal stage
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Table �� Number of super�uous label environments� �n� is the number of
bits of the adder� �G� lists the number of super�uous environments for the
diagnosis in which all components are unfaulted� �Faulted� lists the number
of super�uous environments in the case where the output is measured to be
� and the leading  diagnoses have been identi
ed�

requires � of the � inputs to the 
nal stage �two direct inputs and the carry
in to be ��� As a result the node C� � � has two possible environments�

fG�B��A��G�B��A��G�B��O��G�B��A��G�B��A��G�B��O��g

fG�B��A��G�B��A��G�B��O��G�B��X��g

In general	 Cn � � has n label environments� As n increases an ever increas�
ing number of the nodes have such multiple labels� As Table � indicates	 the
number of super�uous environments thus grows by n�� For larger devices
this n� e�ect produces a signi
cant slowdown� Moreover	 for circuits with
very di�erent topologies �e�g�	 cascades of Or gates feeding into And gates�
there will be an exponential number of super�uous environments in labels�

� De�nition of an LTMS

Like the CMS	 the LTMS is supplied a set clauses C� There is no necessity
to di�erentiate assumptions from other literals� Instead the inference engine
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xes the current context by supplying an initial set of literals A� The task
of the LTMS is to label each symbol T �true� or F �false� depending on
whether it or its negation logically follows from C �A� In addition	 if C �A is
inconsistent	 the LTMS must signal the inference engine with a set of literals
A� � A �i�e�	 a nogood� such that A� � C is inconsistent� As problem solving
proceeds C grows monotonically	 but A	 which speci
es the current context	
changes non�monotonically as the inference engine focuses on di�erent areas
of the problem�solving task�

Full LTMS implementations are slow	 therefore most implementation uti�
lize the e�cient but incomplete BCP algorithm� To ensure soundness the
problem solver can use backtrack search to 
nd labelings which satisfy all
the clauses�

��� Two ine�ciencies inherent in single context TMSs

Many of the problems with a single�context TMS algorithms have been ex�
tensively discussed elsewhere ��	 ��� However	 there are two main ones which
concern us here� First	 context switching has signi
cant cost� In the worst
case	 context switching requires checking the label of every node� Often only
a fraction of the nodes will be a�ected	 but nevertheless the context switch
requires an extensive	 and in worst case	 global operation�

There is a second	 more serious	 problem with a single context TMS�
When the current context becomes inconsistent	 the problem solver must be
provided a good reason for why it has become inconsistent �e�g�	 a small no�
good�� This information is crucially important to be able to select a next
context to work on� If the nogood found is not minimal	 the dependency�
directed backtracker may move to a new context which is inconsistent for
one of the reasons a previous one was � but was not detected because the
minimal nogood was not found in the earlier context� Typically	 the inconsis�
tencies within a context can be derived in many ways	 resulting in di�erent
nogoods� The data structures constructed by current single�context JTMS
and LTMS algorithms are typically inadequate to 
nd the most constraining
nogoods fast� Consider how one 
nds nogoods with a typical JTMS algo�
rithm� The inconsistency is detected by some contradiction node gaining
support �coming in�� The typical JTMS implementation records with each
node a reason �i�e�	 a justi
cation or clause� which forced its label� For each
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supported contradiction node	 these reasons	 called supporting justi
cations
in JTMSs	 is traversed by treewalking to 
nd a single nogood� Unfortunately	
this treewalk can be costly and 
nds an arbitrary nogood� The particular
nogood found is an artifact on of the internal details of the algorithm� Di�er�
ent implementations 
nd very di�erent nogoods� As in many problem�solving
tasks most of the contexts are eventually determined to be inconsistent	 lack
of constraining nogoods is a major detriment to problem�solving performance�

� Speci�cation of an HTMS

Like an ATMS or a LTMS	 an HTMS is supplied a monotonically increasing
set of clauses C� Like the LTMS and unlike the ATMS there is no need
to distinguish assumptions from any other literals and the initial literals A
can change arbitrarily �this is the way the current context is changed for an
HTMS or LTMS��

The major interface di�erence between a conventional single�context TMS
algorithm and an HTMS algorithm is that if C � A is found to be inconsis�
tent	 then the HTMS is expected to return a constraining nogood� The
inference engine supplies a function s which returns a goodness score for an
environment� The HTMS uses this scoring function to identify the most con�
straining nogoods and informative environments� s should be designed such
that environments with lowest score cover the largest fraction of the problem
space� This function can be arbitrary so long as it obeys the condition that
if A � B	 then s�A� � s�B�� �This monotonicity stipulation ensures that
the HTMS algorithm can continue to discard subsumed label environments��
A very simple scoring function is� s�E� � jEj� For diagnostic applications
where the problem solver is interested in the most probable diagnoses we use
s�E� � � �

Q
c�E p�c� where � � p�c� � � is the probability of behavioral

mode c� s can also encode the preferences for an abduction problem�

The major interface di�erence between an HTMS and an HTMS is that
the label it maintains for nodes is incomplete � for each node it maintains
a single	 low scoring	 supporting environment within the focus�

The major performance di�erence between an HTMS algorithm and a
single�context TMS algorithm is its architecture to ensure e�cient context
switches�
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One basic intuition underlies the HTMS algorithms� only compute enough
of the ATMS labels that are necessary to 
nd low�scoring nogoods and an�
swer queries� Thus	 the HTMS has the functional advantages of the ATMS
without most of its computational overhead�

The HTMS can easily simulate a LTMS� The LTMS label for a symbol x
is determined as follows� If the HTMS label of x contains an Ei � A	 then
s has the LTMS label T	 if the HTMS label of �x contains Ei � A	 then x
has the LTMS label F	 otherwise x has the LTMS label U�

Consider the 
rst example of Section ���� If initially A � fb� � �� b� � �g	
then the HTMS computes labels�

hk�� ffggi

hk�� ffb� � �ggi

hk�� ffb� � �� b� � �ggi

At worst each change to A can add one new environment to a node�s label�
The size of a label can never grow larger than the number of focus environ�
ments explored� This shifts the exponential into the inference engine where
it can be better controlled�

In the second example	 suppose A � fb� � �� b� � �� b� � �� b� � �g and
p�bi � �� � ���� p�bi � �� � ��� and s�E� � � �

Q
c�E p�c�� Then	 the HTMS

computes the labels�
hk�� ffggi

hk�� ffb� � �ggi

hk�� ffb� � �� b� � �ggi

Even though there may be a large number of possible label environments for
a given A	 the HTMS adds only the best environment to each label�

� Completeness vs� E�ciency

Most LTMS implementations are based on BCP � an e�cient yet incom�
plete algorithm which has found widespread applicability� BCP is logically
complete for Horn clauses	 but is not for arbitrary clauses� BCP can be made
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complete by adding prime implicates to the input clause set ���	 but this is
usually too expensive� Analogously	 our HTMS implementation is based on
BCP�

The HTMS labels obey the conventional ATMS soundness and minimality
properties� They also obey a limited consistency property that no label
environment may be subsumed by any known nogood �i�e�	 that has been
discovered by HTMS algorithms�� For node n with label environments E�	
� � � 	 Ek the following properties must hold�

�� �Soundness�� n holds in each Ei�

�� �Consistency�� Ei is not known nogood�

�� �Minimality�� No Ei is a proper subset of any other�

The HTMS guarantees that if A�C can be determined to be inconsistent
via BCP	 then a low scoring nogood is returned� The HTMS guarantees
�unless a nogood is found� that the label contains a supporting environment
for node n given A	 if one exists� E supports node n in A if�

�� E � A	

�� E � C 	 n	

�� For every E� obeying the previous two properties	 s�E� � s�E���

In case where a node has multiple supporting environments	 the HTMS
consistently chooses one�

Unfortunately	 a local propagation algorithm cannot always compute the
smallest possible supporting environments even when the clauses are Horn�
Consider the following clauses with s�E� � jEj�

A�B � a ��� F�G�H � b ���
C�D� b ��� a� b� c ��
F�G�H � a ���

Given A � fA�B�C�D�F�G�Hg the best environment for a is fA�Bg and
the best environment for b is fC�Dg� If the clauses are supplied in the
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Figure �� Local propagation is suboptimal� The labels of b and c are minimal	
but the label for c is not� The minimal label of c should be fF�G�Hg�
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{G}
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{A, B}

{A, B, C, D}

H

C

D

{D}

{C}

{H}

�

order indicated then the algorithm produces the supporting environment
fA�B�C�Dg for c while fF�G�Hg is globally optimal �see Figure ��� If
clauses � and � were supplied last	 then it would 
nd this global optimal for
c� Thus	 the result of this implementation is dependent on the order in which
clauses are supplied�

Extending our algorithm to be complete for general clauses yields a far too
ine�cient TMS� Extending the algorithm to be complete for Horn clauses is
easily doable but signi
cantly increases the computational expense� Run the
current HTMS algorithm until quiescence	 set a global threshold which is the
maximum score of all label environments� Then locally propagate the HTMS
label with an ATMS�style algorithm cutting o� all environments which score
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worse than the threshold �a suggestion made by David McAllester�� Clearly
this generates globally optimal labels in the previous example �it will generate
globally optimal nogoods also��

This added ine�ciency is rarely worth it� The HTMS algorithm computes
close to optimal labels� Table � compares the HTMS algorithm to optimal�
The results of the table illustrates that the BCP�based HTMS algorithm is
nearly optimal for some of the most common ATMS applications� Given
the ine�ciency of a completely HTMS algorithm	 we will always use the
BCP�based algorithm�

	 HTMS Algorithms

The core of the HTMS algorithm is a best�
rst propagator which propagates
environments with best scores 
rst� However	 for the algorithm to be rea�
sonably e�cient we must maintain some important data structures which we
discuss 
rst�

By far the most common HTMS internal operation is to check whether
a particular environment E lies in in focus	 i�e�	 to check whether E � A�
Therefore	 our implementation stores a count c�E� � jE � Aj with each
environment E	 i�e�	 the number of out�of�focus assumptions E contains�
This count is only maintained for those environments which appear in some
node�s label �i�e�	 not for environments created in purely internal HTMS op�
erations� and nogoods� It is rarely necessary to compute this count from the
environment�s constituent assumptions� As the HTMS only propagates envi�
ronments within the current focus	 all environments added to labels will be
within the current focus initially and therefore have a count of �� Whenever
an assumption is added or retracted the counts of the label environments
which contain it are incremented and decremented�

Whenever the HTMS updates labels for A it �ags A as completely pro�
cessed� This ensures that a context switch to a previously completely an�
alyzed context which has not been a�ected by subsequent changes to C is
free�

The following algorithms gain a signi
cant speed advantage by recording
with each assumption all the environments in which it appears� Likewise
each environment has a 
eld which points to all the nodes in whose label it
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Average Environment Max environment

Task A Optimal HTMS Loss Optimal HTMS Loss

A�� �� ��� ��� ��� � � ���

A�	 �� 	�� 	�� ��� ��	 ��	 ���

A�� �� 	�� 	�� ��� 
�� 
�� ���

A� ��� 	�� 	�� ��� 
�� 
�� ���

P�� 	� ��� ��� ��� 	�� 	�� ���

P� �� 	�� 	�� ��� ��� ��� ���

EX� �� ���	 ���� ���	 	� 	�� ����

EX� 	
 ���
 ��� ���
 	��� ��
� ����

EX	 � ���	 ���	 ��� ���� ���� ���

EX� 	� 	�� 	��� ���� ���� ���� ����

EX  ���� ���� ���� ��	� ��	� ����

EX
 �� ���� ��
� ���� ��
 ��
 ����

Table �� Average globally minimal environment size on a series of problem�
solving tasks compared to the minimal environment computed using an
HTMS algorithm based on BCP� The set of examples A�n diagnose a set
of di�erent sized adders� the set P�n a set of parity circuits� The tasks EXn
are derived from qualitative physics reasoning tasks� The table is computed
by averaging over all nodes and all contexts representing solutions to the
task� �A� indicates the number of assumptions� The �Average Environment�
indicates the average size of all environments produced for every interpreta�
tion constructed in the task� �Max environment� is the average of the largest
environment of each interpretation constructed� �Optimal� is the result ob�
tained by choosing the best environment from a full ATMS label� �HTMS�
is the 
gure for the HTMS� �Loss� is the ratio of the the �Optimal� and the
�HTMS� columns� It is a crude measure of how suboptimal the HTMS is in
practice�
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appears�

The HTMS is constantly computing the supporting environments for
nodes� The HTMS caches the results of these computations by maintain�
ing a tuple �H�E� with each node n where E �or � if none� is a supporting
environment for n when A � H� This tuple is constructed and updated
lazily� The following algorithm returns the supporting environment for n�

ALGORITHM SUPPORT �n�

�� If the cache �H�E� for node n is nonempty and H � A	 then return E�

�� Find a lowest scoring in focus environment E �i�e�	 c�E� � �� in n�s
label� Set E to � if there is no supporting environment�

�� Set the cache to �A� E��

�� Return E�

Whenever an environment is added or removed from the label of a node its
cache is updated accordingly�

We can now present the best�
rst propagation algorithm� For simplicity	
we assume all clauses are Horn and all assumptions are positive �this is easily
generalized�� Our implementation operates by maintaining the invariant that
if the current context �speci
ed by A� is �BCP�� consistent	 then every label
must contain a supporting environment �if one can be found via BCP� for
every node� When invoked	 the HTMS does not relinquish control back to
the inference engine until this invariant holds�

The HTMS algorithms maintain a queue Q of justi
cations�clauses to
process� When problem solving begins this Q is empty� Each justi
ca�
tion�clause can appear at most once on Q and the score of the environment
that J would produce for its consequent node is stored with J � �In practice	
most justi
cations�clauses placed on Q are never processed because better
environments are found 
rst via other justi
cations or A is determined to be
inconsistent before processing much of Q� Therefore	 it is not worth com�
pletely constructing the environment and storing it with J � Instead it is
reconstructed when the best�
rst propagator actually processes J �� Q is or�
dered by ascending score� The Q is never cleared	 it contains justi
cations
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that the HTMS must still examine� If an HTMS operation detects no con�
tradiction	 then Q will be empty when control is passed back to the inference
engine� If an HTMS operation detects a contraction	 then processing is im�
mediately halted and the HTMS returns leaving a non�empty Q� This Q will
be re�examined on the next HTMS operation�

If A contains no nogood	 then the HTMS processes a new justi
cation J
as follows�

ALGORITHM NEWJUST�J�

�� Set the 
rst element of each node cache to �� Mark all existing focus
environments as incomplete� �

�� Compute the score of the environment J produces� If there is no such
environment	 we are done�

�� Mark J with the score	 and add J in Q�

�� Call BESTFIRST

The following algorithm will identify a new nogood if one exists and
update the label data structures such that supporting environments can be
computed easily if needed�

ALGORITHM BESTFIRST

�� Remove the 
rst J from Q� If none	 then we are done� Mark A as
�complete��

�� Clear the score of J �

�� Let E � SUPPORT�n� where n is the consequent of J �

�� Do a precheck to determine whether the union of the supporting envi�
ronments of the antecedents of J would be a superset of E� If so J can
be skipped	 go to step ��

�In the actual Common Lisp implementation these operations are accomplished by

using time stamps�
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� Compute the union E� of the supporting environments of all the an�
tecedents to J � If there is no E�	 go to Step �� Set its count to �� If
n � �	 then after removing E� and all of its supersets from node labels
immediately return this nogood�

�� If E� is subsumed by some other environment in n�s label	 go to step ��

�� Merge E� to the existing label as usual for an ATMS�

�� If s�E�� 
 s�E�	 go to step ��

�� Make E� the new supporting environment for n in A�

��� Examine each justi
cation J � in which n appears and if each of the other
antecedents of J � have current supporting environments then compute
the score and insert or update J � in Q� Go to step ��

Most changes to A are relatively small and can be viewed as retracting
and enabling small sets of assumptions� The following adds a new assumption
to A�

ALGORITHM ADD�A�

�� A � fAg � A�

�� Decrement the count c�E� for every label environment E �appearing in
some label� which references A�

�� If the count of any nogood becomes �	 then restore A and all the counts
c�E� to their values before ADD was called and signal a contradiction�

�� If A is marked �complete�	 then return�

� For every node n which has a label environment E whose count has just
become � �obtained by following the HTMS data structure pointers��

�a� If the cache for n is of the form �A� e�	 then do nothing�

�b� If the cache contains e �most common case�	 c�e� � �	 and s�E� 

s�e�	 then do nothing�
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�c� Find every J in which n appears as an antecedent�

�d� Compute the score of the environment J produces� If there is no
such environment	 skip that J �

�e� Mark J with the score	 and add J in Q �or move it ahead if already
on Q��

�� Call BESTFIRST�

The following algorithm retracts an assumption from A� This algorithm
handles the more di�cult case where the last HTMS operation produced a
nogood�

ALGORITHM RETRACT�A�

�� A � A� fAg�

�� Increment the count c�E� of every E which references A in some label�

�� If A is marked �complete�	 do nothing�

�� For every c�E� which has just incremented to � do the following� For
every node n for which E is the currently cached supporting environ�
ment	 recompute another supporting environment and if it has one	
then insert on Q all justi
cations for n all of whose other antecedents
have supporting environments�

� Call BESTFIRST

The full HTMS implementation contains another innovation to batch in�
teractions� The inference engine can supply a sequence of justi
cations	 re�
tractions	 and additions	 which are then batched as one operation� In this
case	 the call to BESTFIRST is delayed until a query is made� This is sig�
ni
cantly more e�cient than executing a sequence of calls to BESTFIRST
each of which is given a bit more information which changes the ordering
produced by the previous call� Of course	 this this futile work only can be
avoided if there are no interspersed queries of labels or checks for contradic�
tions� The batching tactic is most useful in cases where the inference engine
can supply a sequence of justi
cations	 retractions	 and additions without
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much computational cost� If the inference engine must perform a lot of work
before the next TMS operation	 then it is unwise to batch operations together
because that inference engine work might well be futile�


 Complexity Analysis

In Section � we present the experimental results of using these HTMS algo�
rithms on a variety of cases� The HTMS algorithm�s worst�case complexity
can be determined relatively straightforwardly� Let a be the maximum num�
ber of assumptions employed in a task� Let m be the number of literal
occurrences in J �e�g�	 if there are two justi
cations one with � antecedents
and another with �	 then m � �� Let c be the number of contexts explored�
The worst�case complexity for BCP is m ���� The worst�case complexity
of ATMS algorithms are o�ma�a�� The worst�case complexity of our HTMS
algorithm is o�mac��

A single invocation of BESTFIRST can cost at most o�mac�� This can
be seen as follows� Every iteration of BESTFIRST attempts to construct
an environment which can be at most size a� In the worst case this environ�
ment is always added to the label	 and the label is in the worst case of size c�
Because of the best�
rst nature of the propagation	 when a node receives an
environment	 it will never be changed because all environments produced in
later iterations will have equal or worse scores� Hence	 BESTFIRST iter�
ates at most the number of nodes which is typically much less than m times�
However	 there is another factor of ma which cannot be ignored� Step �� of
the algorithm checks each justi
cation in which the newly updated node ap�
pears� No node can be assigned to more than once per call to BESTFIRST	
so there can be at most m such checks in one call to BESTFIRST� As envi�
ronments can be of size a	 the complexity of this operation is ma� The worst
case complexity is thus o�mac��

The worst�case complexity analysis reveals the hybrid nature of the HTMS�
If the number of contexts considered are large	 then c may approach �a and
the complexity of the HTMS approaches that of the ATMS� But that is not
necessarily of concern if the task itself requires �a� If the number of contexts
is small	 then the complexity of the HTMS approaches that of the LTMS�

From this crude worst�case complexity analysis one might argue that one
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should always use BCP instead of the HTMS� BCP�s worst�case performance
is o�mc� vs� o�mac�� In practice	 the factor of a is relatively small and the
caching features of the HTMS make it perform better than simple BCP even
though the worst case complexity of BCP is better�

� Problem solving with the HTMS

Most of the problem�solving strategies which have been developed for use
with an ATMS apply	 without change	 to the HTMS� For example	 the con�
sumer architecture of ��� can be used directly� This consumer architecture
already incorporates a focusing strategy to limit the execution of inference
engine rules� Thus	 converting the consumers and rules of an application
from an ATMS to an HTMS is almost trivial�

The HTMS must however always be supplied a focus� Fortunately	 many
ATMS�based problem solvers either use a focus already �to limit rule execu�
tion� or can easily be adapted to do so� The Sherlock diagnostic framework
��� always used a focus in order to generate only the most probable diag�
noses� Similarly systems such as QPE ���� which repeatedly construct in�
terpretations to guide problem solving �using the justify�interpret cycle� can
be directly adapted� In general	 most ATMS�based problem solvers which
rely on some form of interpretation construction to 
nd solutions should be
adaptable to use an HTMS� The basic strategy is to move interpretation con�
struction to be the 
rst thing that is done instead of the last so that these
interpretations focus both the HTMS and the inference engine�

To facilitate this style of problem solving our HTMS implementation in�
cludes of a version the ATMS interpretation construction algorithm which
upon 
nding a solution environment �i�e�	 one that contains no known no�
goods�	 focuses the HTMS on it to check if there might be some nogood
within it� Only after no nogoods are found after focusing	 does it provide the
environment to the inference engine as a solution�

� Experimental results

Table � summarizes the results obtained on a large variety of diagnostic
�A�n	 P�n� and qualitative physics tasks�EXn�� The table compares the
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Label Nogoods Timing�s�

Task A ATMS HTMS Gain ATMS HTMS Gain ATMS HTMS Gain

A�� �� ��� �
 ��� �� � 	� � �� ��

A�	 �� 	�
 � ��� ��  ��� ��� �	 ��


A�� �� �	� �� �� ��  ���� ��� �	 ��

A� ��� �
�� ��� ��� ���  	��� ��� �	 ��

A�� ��� 	��� ��� ���� 	��  

 �� �� ���

P�� 	� �	� � ��	 �	 � �� �� �� �

P� �� �				 ��
 ��	 �
�
 	 ��� 		�� �� ��

P�� ��� ��

�	 ���
 ���	 ���
 � �
�� n�a� �� n�a�

EX� �� ��
� ���� ��� 
� 	
 ��� ��� ��� ���

EX� 	
 ��	� ��	� �� ��
 �� ��
 ��� ��� ����

EX	 � ��� 	��� ��� ���� ��� ���� 	�	 	�� ���

EX� 	� ���� �	�� ��� �� �� ��� �� �
�� 	��

EX  ���� �	� ��� ��� �� ��
 ��	 ��� ���

EX
 �� 	��� ��	
 ��� ��	� 	
	 ���� �	� ���� ����

Table �� HTMS improvement gains� Using the ATMS the task P�� never
completed and so these 
gures were taken after ��� hours of Symbolics
XL���� time � the same entire task completes in less than one second with
the HTMS�
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number of nogoods generated and the cumulative size of all the labels in the
ATMS and the HTMS�

Here we see that the HTMS clearly results in an exponential performance
improvement in the number of nogoods it 
nds� The HTMS 
nds exactly �
nogoods for all A�n for n � � while the ATMS 
nds exponentially many� The
missing nogoods are obviously irrelevant to the diagnostic task and represent
redundant ATMS work� This so signi
cantly improves the performance of
the diagnostic algorithm of GDE and Sherlock ��	 �� that the time spent in
the HTMS is a negligible fraction of the total running time� Notice that
the improvement in performance appears to grow exponentially in the num�
ber of assumptions� For example	 in the A�n examples	 the addition of ��
assumptions doubles the improvement of the HTMS over the ATMS�

Unlike troubleshooting tasks which require only a few good diagnoses	
in many qualitative physics tasks one needs to 
nd all solutions and the
entire search space must be explored� Nevertheless	 the HTMS still pro�
vides a noticeable performance improvement� This suggests that even if the
problem�solving task requires 
nding all solutions	 the HTMS still can have
an advantage over an ATMS�

The HTMS requires more complex recordkeeping than the ATMS� Thus
for simpler tasks	 the HTMS does not perform much better than the ba�
sic ATMS� The real advantage of the HTMS becomes clear on larger tasks
where the exponential buildup in ATMS label datastructures becomes un�
manageable� The speedup observed in examples such as A�	 A��	 P�	 EX�
is typical� All large tasks which we have applied the HTMS to yield such
performance improvements�

Of course most of the advantages of the HTMS cannot be observed in
this table � the problem solver can now handle tasks which were impractical
before� Thus	 ���� describes the performance of Sherlock on circuits which
were impossible to analyze with a conventional ATMS� The largest circuit
analyzed there would require ����� assumptions and with a conventional
ATMS diagnosis cannot 
nish	 but with an HTMS the diagnoses can be
obtained in about �� minutes of XL���� time producing total label size
����� and ��� nogoods�
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� Concluding Observations

For the tasks we have studied	 an HTMS�style algorithm is invariably su�
perior to an ATMS�style algorithm� The central reason for this is that an
HTMS�style algorithm adapts to the task	 limiting TMS operations and data
structures to those that are directly relevant to the problem solving task and
does this without introducing excessive bookkeeping overhead� The new al�
gorithm is thus one of a small set of algorithms designers should consider in
building TMS�based problem solvers�

There is no reason to believe that the HTMS�style algorithm is the best�
We are continuing to experiment with di�erent TMS algorithms and di�er�
ent TMS�problem�solver interaction paradigms� One promising possibility is
suggested by LTMS algorithms� In this research we did not even experiment
with pure LTMS algorithms� This was because some of the 
rst qualita�
tive physics and diagnostic systems were based on LTMS style algorithms�
These algorithms turned out to be totally impractical�the number of con�
text switches required for these tasks were too excessive� However	 just as an
HTMS�s design is based on limiting the caching capabilities of an ATMS	 one
can imagine extending an LTMS with limited caching capabilities� Various
such schemes have been proposed but no such scheme has ever been com�
pletely developed� In the interest of developing even faster problem solvers	
this may be a promising direction to pursue�
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